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1. Introduction

Fertility levels in many developed countries are no longer sufficient to assure the long-term
replacement of the population, with predictable economic consequences such as financial
difficulties in health care and pensions systems. This raises the question of whether
policy makers as agents of the public interest should care about fertility outcomes. Most
traditional theories of fertility (see e.g. Leibenstein, 1957; Becker, 1960) assume that
the benefits of having an extra child accrue entirely to the parents, and therefore imply
that public intervention in individuals’ fertility choices cannot be justified other than for
equitative purposes. But suppose that the benefit of an extra child does not entirely go
to the parents—that children are to some extent a public good and consequently involve
positive social externalities. For example, it is well understood that social security schemes
in which the active generation pays the pensions of the retired generation socialize part of
the benefits of a child, mainly through a growing tax base (see e.g. Cigno, 1993; Folbre,
1994). What we are confronting then is a generalized prisoner’s dilemma: fertility choices
at the individual level are only based on the direct utility that a couple gets from its
offspring, neglecting the fact that progeny benefits all in society. Since this disjunction
between private interest and public good implies an insufficient number of children, it has
been used by economists as well as demographers to advocate a reexamination of existing
public policies and their appropriate redesign in a pronatalist direction (see e.g. Demeny,
1986; Sinn, 2004).

On a theoretical level, there is considerable work exploring approaches to public policy
reform that could internalize the positive social externalities associated with offspring
(see e.g. Groezen et al., 2003; Fenge and Meier, 2005). On a practical level, some
governments have recently responded to concerns about suboptimally low fertility by
moving demographic considerations to the top of their political agenda and implementing
reforms intended to induce people to have more children (see e.g. Rindfuss et al., 2010;
Takayama and Werding, 2011). Chief among these have been efforts to expand public
child care. However, there is exceedingly little empirical research on the fertility effects
of such policies—especially in the context of countries where fertility has fallen to rates
well below the replacement level. As a result, it is still open for debate whether public
child care provision is an effective way to increase fertility rates where these rates are
considered to be too low.

The aim of this paper is to provide empirical evidence on the relevance of public child
care for fertility in Germany. To overcome problems of endogeneity, we draw upon a major
German federal reform from the mid-2000s, which led to a large scale staggered expansion
of public child care for children under the age of three considerably varying across counties
in timing and pace. Germany has long been known for its low fertility, and one of the
explicitly stated goals of the reform was to induce couples to have more children by
making them less costly in terms of income and career opportunities. In essence, the
reform included a commitment by the federal government to move from having almost
no child care slots available for children under the age of three to having slots available
for all children in this age group. However, although the federal government initiated
the reform, local authorities were responsible for the expansion of public child care. This
immediately generated large variation in child care coverage, both across time and between
West Germany’s 325 counties, which we exploit in a difference-in-differences approach as
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well as in a more flexible county-fixed effects specification. Our analysis draws upon
birth registration records, which cover all births in West Germany—on average 580,000
annually. We match the information from the birth registers with administrative data on
child care coverage at the county-level. The data allows us to examine the effects of public
child care both at the extensive margin of fertility (i.e. entry into parenthood) and at the
intensive margin (i.e., the number of parents’ offspring). Age-specific birth rates allow us
to address the timing of births as well as tempo effects. In addition, we are able to ask
whether public child care expansion has an effect on babies’ health outcomes at birth,
which might be expected if such an intervention leads to a change in the composition of
parents (Dehejia and Lleras-Muney, 2004).

We present four classes of results. First, we find consistent and robust evidence of
a substantial positive effect of public child care expansion on fertility. To be concrete,
our estimates suggest that a 10 percentage point increase in public child care coverage
increases the number of births per 1,000 women by 1.2, or roughly 2.8% of the baseline
birth rate. Under the strict assumption of linearity, this result implies that an increase in
public child care coverage by 30 percentage points—as ultimately achieved by the reform
under consideration—leads the average woman to have roughly 0.12 more children. Given
that the total fertility rate in Germany has been hovering around 1.4 for decades, this effect
appears to be quantitatively important. Second, we provide evidence that the increase
in fertility brought about by public child care expansion is not due to tempo effects,
i.e., a tendency towards younger age at birth. Indeed, if anything, our results suggest
that the average age of women at birth increases rather than decreases in response to
more widely available child care. Third, we find that the effects of public child care on
fertility are stronger at the intensive than at the extensive margin, with a 10 percentage
point increase in child care coverage increasing the incidence of second and third births
by 4% and 7%, respectively. Fourth, there is no evidence that children born in response
to increases in public child care have inferior health outcomes at birth such as a lower
birth weight or a lower birth height. A battery of robustness checks, which amongst
others deal with regional heterogeneity, selective migration or the timing of the fertility
response, corroborate our results. Taken together, our findings contribute to ongoing
academic and public debates on family policies and low fertility in developed countries. In
particular, our analysis provides some first evidence suggesting that policies that facilitate
the combination of parenthood and employment hold the promise of being an effective
way to positively influence birth rates where these rates are considered to be too low.

Ever since the seminal works of Leibenstein (1957) and Becker (1960), economists have
taken an interest in the analysis of fertility.1 However, only a small subset of the existing
literature examines the impact of public child care on fertility. From a theoretical perspec-
tive, the link between child care and fertility is clear. As affordable child care becomes
available, mothers may return to work sooner after childbirth. This, in turn, reduces
the opportunity cost of having children—e.g., forgone wages or loss of skill development
while out of the labor force—and so increases fertility (see e.g. Becker and Lewis, 1973;
Willis, 1973; Ermisch, 2003). However, this theoretical prediction receives weak empirical
support; the evidence is mostly descriptive and ambiguous—see, for example, Mason and

1A substantial part of this literature analyses the negative correlation between income and fertility
(see Jones et al. (2010) for a comprehensive review).
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Kuhlthau (1992); Del Boca (2002); Hank and Kreyenfeld (2003); Hank et al. (2004);
Del Boca et al. (2009); Haan and Wrohlich (2011); Bick (2013). What distinguishes our
work from these studies is that we exploit a set of policy reforms which provides us with
arguably exogenous variation in the expansion of public child care for under three year
old children in a country with very low fertility rates.

To the best of our knowledge, only two other studies exist that use policy reforms to
assess the impact of public child care on fertility.2 Both studies are conducted within the
Scandinavian context, where fertility rates are close to replacement levels. Rindfuss et al.
(2010) examine a policy reform from the mid-1970s in Norway, which led to a substantial
expansion of public child care. Their results suggest that moving from having no child
care slots available for preschool children to having slots available for 60% of preschool
children leads the average woman to have 0.5 more children. Mörk et al. (2013) exploit
the exogenous variation in parental fees caused by a Swedish child care reform to identify
the effect of child care costs on fertility. The results suggest that the reduction in child
care costs increased the number of first and higher order births, but only seemed to affect
the timing of second births. The context of our study is Germany, which, unlike Norway
and Sweden, is a country already struggling with the ramifications of very low fertility.
Thus, our results speak more directly to debates as to whether or not low fertility can be
reversed through changes in public policy.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives detailed background
information on fertility in Germany and on the policy initiatives that led to a considerable
expansion of public child care for under three year olds in West Germany. Section 3
outlines our empirical strategy, and Section 4 describes the data. Section 5 presents the
results on the impact of expanding public child care on fertility. In Section 6, we present
robustness checks dealing with issues of selective migration and the relevance of tempo
effects. Section 7 briefly discusses our findings and concludes.

2. Background and Context

Ever since the 1970s, Germany has been among the twenty countries with the lowest
fertility rates worldwide (Population Reference Bureau, 2007). Historically, fertility rates
in Germany were increasing during the 1950s and early 1960s from just above 2.0 to
2.5, but they then dramatically decreased in the late 1960s and early 1970s to a level of
1.5 in 1974. During the last four decades, fertility stayed constant at a very low level

2There is, however, an impressive amount of research that examines the effects of child care policies on
maternal employment. The picture that emerges from this literature in general is that of positive effects
from the introduction or expansion of affordable child care on the labor supply of mothers—particularly
sole mothers (e.g., Gelbach, 2002; Blau and Tekin, 2007; Baker et al., 2008; Lefebvre and Merrigan,
2008; Cascio, 2009). One notable exception is the study by Havnes and Mogstad (2011a), who exploit the
introduction of universal child care in Norway in the late 1970s and find no positive causal relationship
between public child care and maternal employment. There are also several studies on the link between
child care and child development. On the one hand, there is evidence suggesting both negative (e.g.,
NICHD – Early Child Care Research Network, 2003a; Baker et al., 2008), neutral (e.g., Lefebvre and
Merrigan, 2002) and positive (e.g., NICHD – Early Child Care Research Network, 2004; Havnes and
Mogstad, 2011b) effects of the amount of time spent in child care on the developmental outcomes of
young children. On the other hand, there appears to be a positive relationship between child care quality
and child development (e.g., Field, 1991; NICHD – Early Child Care Research Network, 2003b).
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Figure 1: Fertility rate in Germany
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Notes: The figure shows total fertility rates in Germany from 1952 until 2008. Total fertility rates are defined as the
average age-specific number of births per woman. It can be interpreted as the total number of children a woman would
have, assuming that the age-specific fertility rates of that year stay unchanged throughout the life of a woman. From 2001,
data from West Germany do not include West Berlin and data from East Germany do not include East Berlin (German
Federal Statistical Office 2009).

of roughly 1.4 (see Figure 1).3 Germany’s population reached a maximum shortly after
the turn of the millennium and has started to decline thereafter as a result of sustained
very low fertility rates (Dorbritz, 2008). As a consequence, the German government now
approaches demographic issues in an official way and wants to encourage higher fertility
through policy interventions, which it refrained from doing after World War II because
anything resembling pronatalism was discredited for historical reasons (Takayama and
Werding, 2011).

A key initiative in this regard was the introduction of universal public care for children
under the age of three. Up until the mid-2000s, the availability of public child care for
children in this age group was severely rationed in West Germany.4 For example, in a
survey conducted in 2005, 35 percent of West German mothers with under three year olds
stated a demand for a child care slot (Bien et al., 2006), while only roughly 5 child care
slots per 100 children in this age group were available.5,6 At the same time, virtually no

3Data from the World Bank (2009) depict a fertility rate of 1.38 for Germany in 2008. Thus, Germany
lies well below the EU-27 average of 1.60 and close to Poland (1.39), Portugal (1.37), Hungary (1.35),
or Japan (1.34). Fertility rates in the US (2.10), France (2.00), Norway (1.96), or Sweden (1.91) are
substantially higher.

4By contrast, in 1996, the German government enacted legislation that granted children aged three to
six the right to a place in a public kindergarten. This reform ultimately led to full provision of half-day
public child care for children in that age group in West Germany.

5Wrohlich (2008) estimates that more than 50 percent of West German mothers with children aged
0-3 were queuing for a child care slot in the mid-2000s, suggesting that the excess demand for child care
was even more severe.

6The situation was completely different for early child care in East Germany. Throughout the history
of the former German Democratic Republic, the East German government strongly supported the use
of public daycare for children of all ages. The East German child care system survived the German
reunification, with more than one-half of all East German children under the age of three and almost
all East German children between three and six attending a child care center in the mid-1990s. At the
turn of the millennium, parents in East Germany demanded fewer child care slots for children than were
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private market for child care had emerged despite a massive excess demand.7 Prompted
by the severe rationing of public child care, the German government implemented a set
of comprehensive public child care reforms during the period 2005-2008, with the explicit
intention to increase fertility levels:

• In 2005, the government made the legal commitment (“Tagesbetreuungsausbauge-
setz”) to create 230,000 additional child care slots for under three year old children
by 2010 in West Germany. The specific aim was a child care coverage rate of 17%
by 2010 in West Germany.

• In 2007, a summit (called “Krippengipfel”) of the three federal levels—i.e., federal
state, “Länder”, local authorities—agreed upon increasing the child care coverage
rate for under three year olds to 35% by 2013.

• In 2008, the law to promote children (“Kinderförderungsgesetz”) established the
legal claim to a child care slot for all preschool children age one and above by 2013.

The child care slots that were created in response to these initiatives were strongly
subsidized, with roughly 80% of the costs of a slot covered by public subsidies and 20%
covered by parental fees. Although the federal government initiated the reforms, regional
authorities (at the county level) had the responsibility to create additional child care slots,
which had to satisfy strict quality standards set at the state level. In the run-up to the law
the three federal levels agreed that each level bears a share of the expansion costs. Since
public child care for under three year olds was virtually non-existent in West Germany
before 2005, all counties in each state had to substantially expand public child care in
order to be able to fulfill legal claims to a child care slot for all preschool children age one
and above by 2013.

In order to assess the expansion brought about by these initiatives, Figure 2 provides
two maps which illustrate the child care coverage rate for West Germany’s 326 counties
in 2002 and 2009, respectively. In 2002, we observe that the child care coverage rate
was consistently below 5% across virtually all West German counties. In succeeding
years, the child care coverage rate more than quintupled to reach an average of 15% in
2009. However, it is also evident from the map that the counties differ distinctly in the
magnitude of public child care expansion. In 2009, the public child care coverage rates
vary from 3.7% to 41.6%. The percentage point increases in child care coverage from 2002
to 2009 range from a minimum of 3 percentage points to a maximum of 27 percentage
points. Also note that there is considerable variation in the pace of this expansion across
counties even within the same state.

Where does this variation come from? The process of opening up new child care slots
involved many complex and intertwined decisions of county level authorities and state
level authorities, respectively. On the one hand, authorities at the county level had the

available (Hank et al., 2001). The picture today still is that there is no shortage of child care slots for
early children under six in East Germany.

7One reason for the lack of a private market are the strict regulations (set at the state-level) faced
by child care providers. As pointed out by Felfe and Lalive (2012), these regulations concern dimensions
such as opening hours, group sizes, staff-child rations, but also qualifications of the staff before being
allowed to work in the sector.
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Figure 2: Public child care coverage in West German counties in 2002 and 2009
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Notes: The left panel shows child care coverage in West German counties in 2002, the right panel shows child care coverage
in West German counties in 2009. East German counties are shaded in gray.

responsibility to assess the local demand for child care, with demographic and economic
factors such as current cohort sizes and labor market conditions entering the projections.
On the other hand, authorities at the state level had to approve proposals to set up new
child care centers which were submitted by non-profit organizations. This administrative
process was prone to problems that varied substantially across counties and that could
not be influenced by local authorities (see e.g. Huesken, 2011; Felfe and Lalive, 2012).
Amongst them are varying routines and knowledge about the complicated funding system
(with subsidies coming from the federal state, the state and the municipality), shortages
in construction ground, various regulations for building child care centers, shortages in
qualified child care workers, serious delays in approval or final rejections of applications
due to non-compliance with regulations.

3. Empirical Strategy

In order to identify the effect of public child care on fertility, we start with a simple
difference-in-differences approach which exploits the expansion of public child care for
under three year olds during the last decade. In particular, we order the West German
counties by the absolute size of the increase in the public child care from 2002 to 2009.8

8We choose the year 2002 as the baseline for two reasons: First, since public child care was not a
major political issue until the year 2005, the year 2002 is certainly a year which is unaffected by any
political decisions aimed at expanding public child care. Second, the year 2002 is the last year where
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Then, we define those counties whose increase in child care coverage was above the median
as the treatment group, while those counties whose increase was below the median consti-
tute the control group. By choosing this setting, we follow Havnes and Mogstad (2011a)
who use a very similar identification strategy for analyzing the effects of the introduction
of universal child care on maternal employment in Norway. The difference-in-differences
model should capture the gradual expansion in public child care coverage starting after
the policy initiatives in 2005. To this end, we use all years from 1998 to 2009 in the
estimation and refer to the period until 2004 as the pre-treatment years. We split the
treatment years into two periods to capture heterogeneity in the gradual divergence in
child care between the treatment and control group. Thus, we refer to the years from
2005 to 2007 as the Phase I period and to the years from 2008 to 2009 as the Phase II

period which is characterized by the largest divergence in child care between the groups.
Accordingly, this difference-in-differences model for the period from 1998 to 2009 can

be expressed in the following way:

yct+1 =α+ βc + γ1(PhaseIt) + γ2(PhaseIIt)

+ δ1(Dc ∗ PhaseIt) + δ2(Dc ∗ PhaseIIt) +X ′

ctζ + ǫct+1

(1)

yct+1 is the number of births by 1,000 women aged 15 to 44 living in county c in year t+1.
The outcome variable is measured in t + 1 because there are at least 9 months from the
decision to have a child to the actual birth; we will later allow the outcome variable to
react to the treatment within an (empirically validated) time frame of up to 22 months. βc

are county fixed effects and thus capture time-invariant regional heterogeneity. Phase int

is the indicator for the Phase I years 2005 to 2007, and PhaseIIt is the indicator for the
Phase II years 2008 and 2009. Consequently, γ1 captures differences in fertility between
the pre-treatment and the Phase I period that are common to the treatment and control
group, while γ2 captures differences in fertility between the pre-treatment and the Phase
II period that are common to the treatment and control group. Dc is the treatment
group indicator for county c, which is unity for counties with above median increase in
public child care coverage, and zero for counties with below median increase. The Phase
I treatment effect δ1 is identified by the coefficient on the interaction of the treatment
group indicator and the Phase I indicator; similarly, the Phase II effect δ2 is identified
by the coefficient on the interaction of the treatment group indicator and the Phase II
indicator.9 Xct is a vector of time-varying county-specific covariates. Standard errors ǫ

are clustered on the county level.10

Note that in this reduced form difference-in-differences regression, the treatment ef-

administrative data on child care coverage at the county level is available before it became a political
issue in 2005. Data exists for the years 1998, 2002 and 2006-2009.

9Note that the financial crisis had mild effects in Germany by international standards. Still, if the
intensity of the financial crisis varied by treatment and control group counties and is at the same time
correlated with fertility, this might affect the Phase II effect but not the pre-crisis Phase I effect. Instead of
using two phases, we also experimented with year-by-year interactions with the treatment group indicator,
which did not affect our findings.

10We also ran regressions using nonparametric cluster bootstrap standard errors (Mooney and Duval,
1993) using pairs resampling with county clusters; see Cameron et al. (2008) for a discussion of bootstrap
methods. Our results are qualitatively unchanged. Cluster bootstrap standard errors are even slightly
smaller than the cluster-robust standard errors reported in the paper.
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fects δ1 and δ2 are best interpreted as intention-to-treat effects (ITT). In order to make
statements about the average treatment effects on the treated (ATT), we have to rescale
these reduced form estimates by the emerging difference in child care coverage between
treatment and control group counties. This rescaled parameters can then be interpreted
as the effect of public child care coverage on fertility (see also Baker, Gruber and Milligan
2008 or Havnes and Mogstad 2011).

The key identifying assumption for this difference-in-differences model is that treat-
ment and control group follow the same fertility trend in absence of the treatment. Since
we control for county fixed effects, the expansion of public child care need not be orthog-
onal to county characteristics. It is nevertheless informative to investigate differences in
pre-treatment characteristics between treatment and control group counties. As we will
show in detail below, treatment and control group counties are indeed very similar in their
pre-treatment characteristics.

Even if counties are very similar in their pre-treatment characteristics, it might be the
case that time-varying factors which are correlated with fertility evolve differently in the
treatment group as compared to the control group counties and thus bias the estimates.
To address this concern, we run a placebo treatment test to show that treatment and
control group follow the same fertility trend in the pre-treatment period. Of course, even
if the trends are very similar prior to the treatment, this does not safeguard us against the
possibility that they deviate from each other in the Phase I and Phase II years for reasons
other than the expansion of public child care. Thus, to further investigate the robustness
of our results with respect to time-varying county characteristics, we run the difference-
in-differences regression both without any covariates and with a rich set of county-specific
time-varying covariates.

Let us briefly outline the basic intuition behind the choice of the time-varying co-
variates in our empirical analysis. Note that one potential confounding factor could be
changes in predicted fertility at the local level. As we have argued above, virtually all
West German counties had to massively expand public child care in response to the fed-
eral child care initiatives. However, it is conceivable that the pace of expansion is affected
by changes in predicted fertility within a county over time. In other words, although
predicted child care demand exceeds current supply in virtually all counties, the political
pressure to quickly increase child care supply might be higher in counties where predicted
increases in fertility (or closely related, future increases in child care demand) is relatively
high, which would bias the estimates upwards. To minimize this problem, we control for
time-varying local socio-demographic factors which are typically used to predict fertility,
and therefore also might be relevant for local authorities, in all regressions. In particu-
lar, we include extremely detailed information on a county’s population age structure to
capture local demographics. These are year of age specific population shares of females
aged 15 to 44 and of the whole population aged 45 and above. Furthermore, we control
for the population density to account for regional agglomeration tendencies, and the male
employment rate to capture local labor market conditions. By controlling for GDP per
capita we capture a county’s prosperity and mitigate effects of the financial crisis that
may affect counties differentially. Moreover, we directly control for local political atti-
tudes by including the conservative vote share as an additional covariate.11 In extended

11All other major parties including the FDP are associated with more liberal family policies. We also
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regressions, we also include municipalities’ gross revenue and debt to capture time-varying
differences in local public finance, which may be important in the decisions to expand child
care. Furthermore, we include the number of newly built dwellings which may be geared
towards attracting families. Given the range of county specific administrative difficulties
mentioned in Section 3, and conditional on the extensive set of local covariates, it seems
plausible to assume that the variation in the pace of the mid- to late-2000s child care
expansion was exogenous to future changes in fertility.

As to other reforms that may induce confounding variation, the federal government
introduced a parental leave reform in 2007, which essentially decreased the duration of
parental leave benefits from 24 to 12 months while increasing the amount of the benefit.
Since this federal reform applied to all German counties at the same time, it should not
confound the estimates as long as the effects of the reform do not systematically vary
between counties of the treatment group and counties of the control group. Apart from
the parental leave reform, we are not aware of any other policy intervention which might
have affected fertility.

To make sure that the estimates are not contingent on the exact definition of the
treatment group counties, we test whether the results are robust if we redefine treatment
and control group. In particular, we use the top 40% in terms of child care expansion
as the treatment group counties and the lowest 40% in terms of child care expansion as
the control group counties, leaving out the middle 20 percentiles. Moreover, to avoid any
problems with the definition of treatment and control group, we use a more generalized
fixed-effects framework for the period from 1998 to 2009 which can be written in the
following way:

yct+1 = ηc + µt +X ′

ctλ+ ρdct + ζct+1 (2)

where ηc is a county fixed effect for county c and thus captures time-invariant heterogeneity
between counties, µt is a fixed effect for year t, and X ′

ct is a vector of covariates of county
c that vary over time t. The key variable of interest dct represents the public child care
coverage rate of county c in year t. Accordingly, ρ captures the effect of public child care
coverage on fertility. As before, yct+1 is the outcome variable measuring the number of
births per 1,000 women aged 15 to 44 living in county c in period t+ 1. Standard errors
ζ are allowed to correlate within counties over time. In this fixed-effects specification,
identification comes from within-county variation in public child care coverage over time.
Note that by using this specification, we restrict the marginal effects of expansions in
public child care coverage to be constant. Furthermore, in contrast to the reduced form
difference-in-differences specification, we can only use the years t for which we actually
observe public child care coverage in the data.

Analogous to the difference-in-differences specification, the key identifying assumption
in the fixed effects framework is that conditional on the extensive set of covariates there
are no unobserved characteristics of a county that vary over time and are correlated with
public child care expansion and future changes in fertility.

experimented with vote shares for all parties and did not find the results to be affected.
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Table 1: Child care coverage over time

Child care coverage
Year N Mean Median S.D. Min Max

1998 325 0.017 0.009 0.020 0.000 0.117
2002 325 0.022 0.015 0.023 0.000 0.131
2006 325 0.073 0.068 0.038 0.010 0.233
2007 325 0.094 0.085 0.044 0.022 0.289
2008 325 0.117 0.109 0.048 0.033 0.352
2009 325 0.142 0.135 0.050 0.037 0.359

Total 1950 0.077 0.071 0.061 0.000 0.359

Notes: The figures show mean child care coverage rates across
West German counties as well as standard deviations, median,
minimum, and maximum values. All information is provided for
the years 1998, 2002, 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009.

4. Data

We use administrative data from the Statistical Offices of the German Länder (Statistische
Landesämter) on public child care for children under the age of three. This data is
available for the years 1998, 2002, 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009. The number of public child
care slots are reported to the authorities in the first half of March in every year. Combining
these data with detailed administrative data on the counties’ population structure, we
build the key variable of interest, public child care coverage, defined as public child care
slots over the population of children less than three years old, which we also simply refer
to as child care in the following. Table 1 shows that public child care coverage averages
7.7% over the whole period of observation and varies widely from 0 to 35.9%. Average
coverage rates across West Germany’s 325 counties was very low in 1998 (1.7%) and 2002
(2.2%). The modest increase from 1998 to 2002 is mainly explained by a decrease in births
rather than an increase in child care slots (DJI, 2005). Yet, there is already some variation
across counties with some reporting no child care for under three year olds at all and other
counties reporting coverage rates up to 13.1%. After 2005, the reform takes effect and
the rise in coverage rates accelerates. In 2006, the rates reach 7.3% on average. The
minimum value is lifted above zero and the maximum value up to 23.3%. Until 2009, the
average coverage is doubled to a value of 14.2%. Note that while the whole distribution of
child care coverage shifted to the right, we do not observe a convergence process between
counties; rather, the standard deviation of coverage rates steadily increases from 1998 to
2009. Closer inspection of the data reveals that patterns of child care expansion are very
heterogenous across counties. Some counties expand very slowly and others very fast;
some counties gradually increase child care over time, other counties start off strong but
come to a halt, again other counties are delayed by a couple of years and later increase
coverage steeply. Overall, we find many different types of expansion patterns (see Figures
A.1 and A.2 in the Appendix).

Register data based on the universe of birth certificates of all 325 West German coun-
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ties12, covering roughly 580,000 births per year, are the basis of our fertility measures. We
collapse the individual birth data on county-year cells for the period from 1998 to 2010.
At the county level, the data is combined with the administrative data on the population
structure to compute fertility outcome variables. The main dependent variable births per
1,000 women is calculated as the sum of births over 1,000 women in reproductive age,
i.e., between 15 and 44 years. We refer to this outcome variable as birth rate in the fol-
lowing. Additionally, the data also allow us to compute disaggregated age-specific birth
rates, i.e., the number of births per 1,000 women of a specific age over 1,000 women of
this specific age. The denominators of these fertility measures make sure that the results
are not confounded by changes in the size of the relevant female population. For births
within a given marriage, we know whether the birth is the first, second, third, fourth or
higher-order birth which allows us to analyse the effects of the child care expansion at
the extensive and intensive margin. Moreover, we draw on complementary information
on children’s birth weight and birth height, which is available for all births in the data
set.

We measure births in year t, i.e., in the same year as the independent variables, and in
year t+1. The reason is that the main variable of interest, child care, is measured in the
first half of March each year, while births (as the sum of births in a year) are measured on
31st December. By allowing fertility to respond in t and in t+1, we allow for a conception
and gestation lag of a maximum of 22 months. The suitability of this timing specification
will later also be validated empirically. As can be seen from Table 2, birth rates in t

average at 44.2, with a standard deviation of 4.4. Figures range from 28 in the lowest
fertility county-year observation to 64 in the highest fertility county-year observation. For
birth rates in t+ 1, figures are very similar with an average of 44.1. Age-specific fertility
rates differ substantially as is evident from Figure 3. In particular, we find an inverted
u-shape relation between birth rates and age peaking at around 30. Aggregating this
information into age groups, we observe almost 90 births per 1,000 women aged 25-29 or
30-34, whereas the respective numbers for other age groups are considerably lower (Table
2). This means that changes in the composition within the population of 15 to 44 year old
women affect the main outcome variable, births over 1,000 women in reproductive age.
Therefore, we include the share of women aged 15, 16, 17, 18, ..., 44 in all women aged
15-44 within a county in our regressions in order to receive results that are not biased
by compositional changes. For reasons of clarity we only report a condensed female age
structure in Table 2. The detailed year-of-age controls that we use in our regressions are
depicted in Table A.1. The share of younger cohorts in the population of females aged 15
to 44 is typically smaller than the share of older cohorts in our period of observation (see
Table 2), which is a result of the substantial fertility decline in the mid-1960s.

Further data from the Statistical Offices of the German Laender (Statistische Lan-

desämter) and the Federal Employment Agency (Bundesagentur für Arbeit) complement
the county level panel data set. Descriptive statistics of all available variables are pre-
sented in Table 2. Counties differ substantially in population density, defined as total
population divided by surface area in square kilometers, with values ranging from 40 to
over 4,000 people per square kilometer; on average, the population density amounts to 566
people per square kilometer. GDP per capita averages at 28,040e, ranging from 11,000e

12Data is provided by the Statistical Offices of the German Laender (Statistische Landesämter).
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics

Variable N Mean S.D. Min Max

Dependent variables

Birth rate of women 15-44 (t) 1,950 44.150 4.409 27.942 63.944
Birth rate of women 15-44 (t+1) 1,950 44.106 3.984 29.860 65.440

Birth rate of women 15-19 (t+1) 1,950 9.766 4.288 0.911 36.554
Birth rate of women 20-24 (t+1) 1,950 45.922 12.567 10.937 90.206
Birth rate of women 25-29 (t+1) 1,950 89.826 14.865 34.563 134.450
Birth rate of women 30-34 (t+1) 1,950 89.115 11.187 54.850 121.518
Birth rate of women 35-39 (t+1) 1,950 39.766 9.030 16.555 78.115
Birth rate of women 40-44 (t+1) 1,950 6.646 2.279 0.984 18.042

Control variables

Population density 1,950 565.614 690.240 40.720 4286.211
Employment rate (m) 1,950 0.604 0.059 0.406 0.737
GDP per capita (in 1,000) 1,950 28.040 10.812 11.238 86.079
Conservative vote share 1,950 0.392 0.093 0.195 0.750
Gov revenue 1,610 383.213 452.072 56.630 5775.025
Gov debt 1,932 0.214 0.279 0.000 3.335
New dwellings 1,950 0.583 0.639 0.008 14.536
Share of women 15-19 1,950 0.145 0.020 0.084 0.186
Share of women 20-24 1,950 0.144 0.020 0.107 0.272
Share of women 25-29 1,950 0.149 0.019 0.114 0.223
Share of women 30-34 1,950 0.161 0.025 0.121 0.232
Share of women 35-39 1,950 0.192 0.017 0.109 0.250
Share of women 40-44 1,950 0.211 0.024 0.137 0.276
Population fraction 45-49 1,950 0.078 0.008 0.057 0.095
Population fraction 50-54 1,950 0.067 0.007 0.041 0.085
Population fraction 55-60 1,950 0.062 0.007 0.038 0.090
Population fraction 60-64 1,950 0.056 0.008 0.036 0.081
Population fraction 65-69 1,950 0.058 0.008 0.036 0.081
Population fraction 70-74 1,950 0.049 0.007 0.031 0.072
Population fraction 75+ 1,950 0.082 0.014 0.040 0.127
Detailed population structure1

Robustness dependent variables

In-migrants 18-29, fem., (t+1) 1,625 0.009 0.005 0.003 0.049
In-migrants 18-49, fem., (t+1) 1,625 0.014 0.007 0.006 0.096
Out-migrants 18-29, fem., (t+1) 1,625 0.008 0.003 0.004 0.047
Out-migrants 18-49, fem., (t+1) 1,625 0.014 0.005 0.006 0.095
Commuter (out), fem., (t+1) 1,747 0.053 0.023 0.011 0.126
Commuter (out), mal., (t+1) 1,747 0.084 0.031 0.021 0.175

Notes: The table shows descriptive statistics (number of observations, mean, standard deviation,
minimum, and maximum) on the county level aggregated over all waves used in the estimations.
Birth rates are births per 1,000 women in the respective age bracket. The figures show aggregated
values over the years 1998, 2002, 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009. Accordingly, all variables measured in
(t+1) are aggregated over the years 1999, 2003, 2007, 2008, 2009, and 2010. Debt and revenue of
municipalities are not reported for the federal city states Hamburg and Bremen (including Bremer-
haven). Revenue information is missing in 2001 from all 15 Schleswig-Holstein counties. Revenue
information in 2009 is not included due to fragmentary raw data. Revenue and debt figures are di-
vided by 1,000,000 EUR and the number of new dwellings is divided by 1,000. 1 Tables of descriptive
statistics for share of females and the population by years of age as used as control variables can be
found in the Appendix.
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Figure 3: Age-specific birth rates
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Notes: The figure shows year-of-age specific birth rates as births per 1,000 of the respective age averaged over all counties
and years used in the estimations.

to 86,000e. The male employment rate is defined as the total number of male employees
subject to social insurance contribution at place of residence divided by male working
age population (20 to 64 year olds) and averages at 60.4% with a standard deviation
of 0.06. The lowest observed male employment rate is 40.6%, while the highest one is
73.7%. We also use information on population shares of 45 year olds, 46 year olds, 47
year olds, ..., 74 year olds, and 75 and older individuals. For clarity of exposition Table
2 shows only condensed statistics of the actual year-of-age controls which are presented
in detail in Table A.2. Furthermore, we include the vote share of the conservative party
CDU/CSU. In particular, we draw upon the variable as the vote share of the conservative
party in the last general elections and interpolate the years between elections by county.
The conservative vote share averages at 39.2% in our sample ranging from 19.5% to 75%.

In robustness checks dealing with potential selective migration, we use female gross
migration flows in t+1 divided by a county’s total population in t as dependent variables.
This variable is not available for the year 1998, which reduces the sample size by 325 ob-
servations. The numbers indicate that women migrating across county boarders represent
about 1.4% of the population. We also use the male and female commuters as a share of
the total population in further robustness checks. On average, female commuters account
for 5.3% and male commuters for 8.4% of a county’s population. A detailed description
of the data and variable definitions can be found in the Data Appendix.

5. Results

5.1.Descriptives

We start our empirical analysis by comparing pre-treatment characteristics of West Ger-
man counties with an above-median increase in child care (treatment group) and a below-
median increase in child care (control group), respectively. Table 3 depicts the means as
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well as the results of t-tests for differences in means of baseline characteristics for the two
groups in the pre-treatment year 2002. The statistics show that child care coverage is not
statistically different between the groups prior to the treatment, whereas the birth rate
is significantly lower in the treatment group. This means that it was not the high but
rather the low fertility counties that substantially expanded the supply of child care slots
in response to the federal policy initiative. Interestingly, treatment and control group are
statistically indistinguishable along a number of fundamental determinants of local birth
rates and public child care. These include county measures such as the population density,
GDP per capita, the male employment rate, the conservative vote share, municipalities’
gross revenue and debts, and the number of new dwellings. Coming to pre-treatment
differences in the age structure of the population, we have aggregated the age specific
values to age groups to provide a short overview in Table 3.13 We observe that treatment
and control group counties only marginally differ from each other in the population’s age
structure. In the most relevant age range for fertility from 20 to 34, differences are not
statistically significant.14 In cases where the difference turns out to be significant, the
absolute and relative sizes of the differences are very small. Thus, the general picture we
get from Table 3 supports our argument that the expansion of child care did not happen in
a predictable and systematic way, but was subject to unintentional delays. Nevertheless,
we will use county fixed effects in all our regressions and show that the inclusion of all
observable time-varying county characteristics as controls does not affect the results.

Let us now turn to Figure 4 which shows the development of child care and fertility
for the treatment and control group counties over time. As we can see from panel (i)
of Figure 4, child care for under three year olds was virtually non-existent in 1998 with
coverage rates of not even 2% for both groups of counties. From 1998 to 2002, we observe
hardly any dynamics; the slight rise in coverage rates is due to a decreasing number of
births rather than an increasing number of child care slots. As outlined in Section 3,
the federal initiatives to increase child care started in 2005. Unfortunately, there are no
administrative data available for child care in the period from 2003 to 2005. By 2006,
coverage rates had increased from a mere 2% to 5% in the control group and to 9% in
the treatment group. In 2010, coverage was already 21% in treatment counties and 14%
in control counties. Thus, while treatment and control group counties started out from
the same low level of child care in 2002, trends diverged in the following years and the
difference in the coverage rates reached more than 7 percentage points in 2010. Panel
(ii) of Figure 4 depicts this increase in the difference between treatment and control
counties. Again, note that we do not have data on child care for the years 2003 to 2005.
Consequently, the graph should not be misinterpreted as a piece of evidence for a starting
divergence in child care trends already before 2006.

Turning to panel (iii) of Figure 4, we see that the treatment group counties show lower
birth rates than the control group counties over the whole period of observation. For both
treatment and control group counties, the birth rates generally decreased from 1998 (49.1;
50.9) until 2006 (41.0; 42.7) whereas there is a slight upward movement from 2006 until
2010 (43.3; 44.5). The graph provides first suggestive evidence that treatment and control

13The differences in means of the detailed age specific variables can be found in Tables A.3 and A.4 in
the Appendix.

14This is also true for the year of age controls used in the estimation as depicted in Table A.3.
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Table 3: Pre-treatment descriptives for treatment and control group

Variable Mean Mean-Diff. T-test
Control Treatment (T-C) t-stat p-value

Child care

Child care coverage 0.020 0.024 0.004 -1.681 0.094
Dependent variables

Birth rate (t) 45.682 43.671 -2.011 5.272 0.000
Birth rate (t+1) 44.798 42.686 -2.112 5.788 0.000

Control variables

Population density 591.161 540.916 -50.245 0.658 0.511
Employment rate (m) 0.604 0.600 -0.004 0.663 0.508
GDP per capita (in 1,000) 25.376 26.956 1.580 -1.433 0.153
Conservative vote share 0.439 0.447 0.009 -0.623 0.534
Gov income 358.914 358.051 -0.863 0.019 0.985
Gov debt 0.220 0.214 -0.006 0.201 0.841
New dwellings 0.668 0.635 -0.033 0.601 0.548
Share of women 15-19 0.138 0.132 -0.006 3.517 0.000
Share of women 20-24 0.139 0.140 0.001 -0.726 0.468
Share of women 25-29 0.136 0.136 0.001 -0.363 0.717
Share of women 30-34 0.179 0.179 0.000 0.174 0.862
Share of women 35-39 0.210 0.213 0.003 -2.255 0.025
Share of women 40-44 0.199 0.200 0.001 -0.998 0.319
Population fraction 45-49 0.070 0.071 0.001 -2.803 0.005
Population fraction 50-54 0.064 0.065 0.001 -2.033 0.043
Population fraction 55-60 0.053 0.052 0.000 0.412 0.680
Population fraction 60-64 0.067 0.066 0.000 0.642 0.521
Population fraction 65-69 0.055 0.055 -0.001 1.792 0.074
Population fraction 70-74 0.044 0.043 -0.001 2.138 0.033
Population fraction 75+ 0.073 0.070 -0.003 2.185 0.030
Detailed population structure1

Notes: The table shows means, differences in means and differences-in-means-tests for the control and
the treatment group in 2002, the pre-treatment period. The last two columns depict results of T-tests
for equality in means for each variable as t-statistics and p-values. Birth rates are defined as births per
1,000 women aged 15-44 years. Debt and income of municipalities are not reported for the federal city
states Hamburg and Bremen (including Bremerhaven). Income information is missing in 2001 from all
15 Schleswig-Holstein counties. Income information in 2009 is not included due to fragmentary raw data.
Revenue and debt figures are divided by 1,000,000 EUR and the number of new dwellings is divided by
1,000. 1 Tables of descriptive statistics for share of females and the population by years of age as used as
control variables can be found in the Appendix.

group counties indeed follow a common fertility trend in the pre-treatment years, whereas
we observe a slight departure from the common trend after 2005 as the treatment group
slowly approaches the control group level. Normalizing the difference in birth rates in
1999 to zero, panel (iv) of Figure 4 focuses on the dynamics of this difference over time.
As can be seen, the difference in fertility between treatment and control group does not
systematically change from 1998 until 2004. However, the birth rates in the treatment
group gradually increase as compared to the birth rates in the control group starting in
2005, which is exactly the year of the first federal policy initiative aimed at making child
care more widely available. By 2010, the birth rates increased by 0.86 births more in
the treatment group than in the control group. Thus, taken together, these graphs are
compatible with the hypothesis that fertility increases with the provision of child care.

5.2.Difference-in-differences results

In a next step, we bring the descriptive graphs to a multivariate difference-in-differences
framework. Recall that the years from 1998 to 2004 form the pre-treatment years, the
years from 2005 to 2007 form the Phase I years, and the years from 2008 to 2009 are
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Figure 4: Child care and fertility in treatment and control group
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Notes: The figures show averages of the treatment group (D=1) and the control group (D=0) and the difference between
the treatment and the control group ((D=1)-(D=0)) over time. The treatment group consists of all counties with above
median increase in child care coverage rates from 2002 until 2009, whereas the control group consists of counties with below
median increase in child care coverage rates from 2002 until 2009. The figure in panel (i) depicts child care coverage over
time, separately for treatment and control group. The figure in panel (ii) depicts the difference between the treatment and
the control group in child care coverage over time. The figure in panel (iii) depicts birth rates over time, separately for
treatment and control group. The figure in panel (iv) depicts the difference between the treatment and the control group
in birth rates over time, normalized to zero in 1999.

the Phase II years. Our first set of results is displayed in panel (i) of Table 4. Using
birth rates in t as the outcome variable, we find positive and significant ITT effects which
increase from the Phase I to the Phase II period. Compared to the control group, the
birth rate in the treatment group increased by 0.467 more from the pre-treatment to the
Phase I years, and by 0.973 more from the pre-treatment to the Phase II period (column
1). Next, we include an extensive set of 65 regional covariates in addition to the 325
county fixed effects into the difference-in-differences regression (column 2). In particular,
we control for age specific shares in the subsample of women aged 15 to 44 as well as
age specific shares of 45 year olds and older in the total population to capture emerging
differences in the population age structure that might affect fertility. Furthermore, we
capture changes in regional agglomeration by including the county’s population density.
To control for changes in regional labor markets, we use the male employment rate as an
additional covariate. GDP per capita is used to control for changes in regional prosperity.
Finally, we include the conservative vote share to capture changes in political attitudes
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of a county’s population. As we can see from the table, our results are robust to the
inclusion of all these control variables. We still find positive and significant ITT effects
which grow over time. The ITT estimates can be interpreted as treatment effects on
the treated (ATT) if we rescale them by the emerging difference in child care between
treatment and control group in the respective years. Our estimates suggest that a 10
percentage point increase in child care increases birth rates by about 1.0 births in the
Phase I period and by 1.3 in the Phase II period. As the effect sizes from the different
periods are quite similar, we cannot rule out that the effect of child care on birth rates is
linear. In terms of relative size, the estimates correspond to an increase in birth rates of
2.3% and 3.0%, respectively.15

Remember that child care is measured in the first half of March in every year while the
birth rate covers the period from 1st of January until 31st of December of the respective
year. Individuals might not be immediately aware of increases in local coverage rates.
Further, even if individuals are aware, they might not react immediately to changes in
child care provision. Moreover, even if they do, women might not be successful in getting
pregnant within a short period. Therefore, we forward the outcome variable by one year
to allow for a conception and gestation lag of up to 22 months after child care is observed,
which is also in line with the literature on fertility responses to public policies (see e.g.
Rindfuss et al., 2010). In column 3 of Table 4, we estimate the effect of child care in
year t on birth rates in year t + 1. The estimated ITT effects are slightly larger in year
t + 1 than in year t; yet, they are not significantly different from each other. Including
the extensive set of regional covariates in column 4 of Table 4 does again not change the
results. Accordingly, the corresponding ATTs also show very similar results for births in
t+ 1 as for births in t.

The key identifying assumption of the difference-in-differences approach is that the
fertility trends are the same for treatment and control group in absence of the treatment.
In order to provide evidence for the plausibility of this assumption, we run placebo treat-
ment difference-in-differences estimations in the pre-treatment years. In particular, we
use the years from 1998 until 2001 as the baseline period and the years from 2002 to 2004
as the placebo period. Panel (iii) of Table 4 presents the results of this placebo treatment
test. We find no divergence from a common trend during the pre-treatment years, irre-
spective of whether we look at births in t (columns 1 and 2) or births in t+1 (columns
3 and 4), or whether we estimate the model without any covariates (columns 1 and 3)
or with the full battery of covariates (columns 2 and 4).16 Thus, this placebo treatment
exercise provides supportive evidence for the validity of the key identifying assumption of
the difference-in-differences approach, namely that treatment and control group counties
follow the same fertility trend in absence of the treatment. It is only after the federal ini-
tiatives to expand child care that we observe a positive divergence in coverage rates and,
closely following this treatment, a positive divergence in birth rates driven by a fertility
increase in the treatment group counties.

In order to make sure that the results are not contingent on the decision to use the
median child care expansion as the cut-off for defining treatment and control group,

15Calculated with a baseline birth rate from 2002 for the treatment group.
16Note that the reason why we choose this period of observation for our placebo treatment test is that

there are no difference in child care between treatment and control group in these pre-treatment years.
Therefore, we cannot rescale the ITT effects of this placebo treatment test to obtain ATT effects.
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Table 4: Difference-in-differences estimates

Birth rate Birth rate
t t+1

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(i) DD - Median
Phase II effect ITT 0.973*** 0.827*** 1.062*** 0.815***

(0.299) (0.209) (0.281) (0.201)
ATT 14.898*** 12.671*** 16.259*** 12.483***

Phase I effect ITT 0.467* 0.410** 0.611*** 0.444***
(0.238) (0.174) (0.226) (0.160)

ATT 10.410* 9.130** 13.610*** 9.885***

R2 0.668 0.883 0.638 0.867
N 3,900 3,900 3,900 3,900

(ii) DD - P40/P60
Phase II effect ITT 1.210*** 0.967*** 1.286*** 0.892***

(0.331) (0.247) (0.306) (0.229)
ATT 15.322*** 12.247*** 16.287*** 11.296***

Phase I effect ITT 0.551** 0.466** 0.772*** 0.512***
(0.264) (0.201) (0.251) (0.189)

ATT 10.09** 8.548** 14.14*** 9.377***

R2 0.685 0.886 0.661 0.871
N 3,120 3,120 3,120 3,120

(iii) Placebo DD
Placebo effect -0.021 0.023 0.091 -0.026

(0.212) (0.169) (0.210) (0.165)

R2 0.816 0.909 0.781 0.901
N 2,275 2,275 2,275 2,275

Regional controls No Yes No Yes
County FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: The table shows results of difference-in-differences estimations. In the top panel, the
treatment group consists of all counties with above median increase in child care coverage rates
from 2002 until 2009. The control group consists of counties with below median increase in
child care coverage rates from 2002 until 2009. In the middle panel, counties between the 40th
and 60 percentile of the child care growth distribution are left out from the treatment and
control group. In the upper two panels, the Phase II effect is the treatment effect for 2008
and 2009 and the Phase I effect is the treatment effect for 2005 through 2007, with a baseline
period of 1998 through 2004. ATT is the ITT rescaled by the average treatment intensity for
2008 and 2009 resp. 2005 through 2007, defined as the average increase in child care coverage
rates compared to 2002. In the bottom panel, the baseline period is 1998 through 2001 and
the placebo period is 2002 through 2004, the treatment group is defined as in the top panel.
County FE denotes the inclusion of county fixed effects in the regressions. Regional control
variables include the county’s population density, GDP per capita, the male employment rate,
the interpolated conservative vote share as well as an extensive set of age structure controls.
Age structure control variables include the year-of-age share of 15 to 44 year old women over
all women aged 15 to 44 and the year-of-age shares of 45 to 74 year old and 75 plus years old
people over the population in each county. Robust standard errors are clustered at the county
level and given in parentheses. *** 1 percent significance level; ** 5 percent significance level;
* 10 percent significance level.
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we now drop observations from the 40th to 60th percentile of the child care increase
distribution. Running the difference-in-differences regressions on the restricted subsample,
we find very similar results as can be seen from panel (ii) in Table 4. The ITT estimates
again turn out to be positive, significant and increasing from the Phase I to the Phase
II period. Note that the treatment, i.e., the difference in child care expansion between
treatment and control group counties, is slightly stronger in this subsample since we
drop counties with medium child care expansion from the treatment and control group.
Rescaling the resulting difference-in-differences estimators by the difference in treatment
intensity yields ATT effects that are remarkably similar to the effects identified for the
whole sample.

5.3.Fixed-effects results

We now turn to a more generalized county fixed-effects model which restricts the marginal
effects of increases in child care to be constant and avoids any problems with the exact
definition of treatment and control group. Apart from county fixed effects, we control
for year fixed effects to account for year specific changes in fertility. Furthermore, in
all regressions we include a county’s population density to capture changes in regional
agglomeration, the male employment rate to control for local labor market developments,
GDP per capita to account for changes in local prosperity, and the conservative vote
share to capture regional changes in political attitudes. Moreover, we capture emerging
differences in the population age structure by including as additional covariates the age
specific shares in the subsample of women aged 15 to 44 as well as the age specific shares
of 45 year olds and older in the total population. In contrast to the DD results, for
estimating marginal effects of child care we have to constrain the sample to those years
when information on child care is available. Again, we report estimates for the effect of
child care on birth rates in year t as well as in year t + 1. The results of these county
fixed effects regressions are reported in Table 5.

As can be seen from column 1, the fixed effects model suggests that increasing child
care by 10 percentage points leads to an increase in birth rates by 1.183 in year t. Using
the average birth rates in our sample this corresponds to a 2.7% increase. The effect of
a 10 percentage point increase in child care in year t on the birth rate in year t + 1 is
estimated to be 1.235 or 2.8% (column 2 of Table 5). Thus, the fixed effects model yields
very similar effects to the difference-in-differences model. Again the results turn out to
be statistically highly significant and economically substantial.

Unobserved time-varying factors that correlate with both child care expansion and
fertility are potential threats to identification. Apart from the regional characteristics
already included as covariates, one might want to control for local public finance. Lo-
cal public finance might be a determinant of child care expansion; at the same time,
prosperous municipalities might be able to provide an attractive environment for young
couples to have children. In order to rule out that the results are driven by these poten-
tial confounding factors, we include municipalities’ gross revenue and debts as well as the
number of new dwellings in a county as additional control variables in the county fixed
effects model.17 Columns 3 and 4 of Table 5 show that the effect of child care on the birth

17Unfortunately, the debt and revenue variables are not available for the city states of Hamburg and
Bremen. Moreover, information on municipalities’ gross revenue is missing for all counties in the state of
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Table 5: County fixed effects estimates

Birth rate
t t+1 t t+1
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Child care coverage 11.833*** 12.345*** 12.644*** 13.099***
(2.594) (2.429) (3.027) (2.839)

Revenue, debt, dwellings No No Yes Yes

Regional controls Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

County FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 1,950 1,950 1,610 1,610

Number of counties 325 325 322 322

F-statistic 74.69 56.50 70.38 54.25

Notes: The table shows the results of county fixed-effects estimations. The outcome
variable births per 1,000 women aged 15 to 44 is measured in period t columns (1) and
(3), and forwarded by one period in columns (2) and (4). Regional control variables
include the county’s population density, GDP per capita, the male employment rate,
the interpolated conservative vote share as well as an extensive set of age structure
controls. Age structure control variables include the year-of-age share of 15 to 44
year old women over all women aged 15 to 44 and the year-of-age shares of 45 to
74 year old and 75 plus years old people over the population in each county. Debt
and revenue of municipalities are not reported for the federal city states Hamburg and
Bremen (including Bremerhaven). Revenue information is missing in 2001 from all
15 Schleswig-Holstein counties. Revenue information in 2009 is not included due to
fragmentary raw data. Dwellings denotes controls for the number of newly built homes.
Robust standard errors are clustered at the county level and given in parentheses. *** 1
percent significance level; ** 5 percent significance level; * 10 percent significance level.

rate stays highly significant and positive. Indeed, the point estimates of 12.644 in t and
13.099 in t + 1 are if anything larger than the estimates from columns 1 and 2.

5.3.1. Effect heterogeneity and children’s birth outcomes The birth registry data includes
valuable background information on individual births. In particular, we know the age
and the marital status of all women giving birth. We exploit this information in order
to investigate the heterogeneity of the effects of child care on fertility. First, we merge
the birth registry data with the administrative regional population data to compute age-
specific birth rates. We then run separate county fixed effects models for all age-specific
birth rates. Figure 5 depicts the point estimates and 90 percent confidence intervals for
the effects of child care on age-specific birth rates. We find positive effects of child care
almost throughout the entire age distribution. The effects turn out to be particularly
strong and significant for women aged 30 to 34. A 10 percentage point increase in child
care increases the number of births in this age group by 3.3%, resulting in more than
6,000 additional births to women aged 30 to 34 (see Table A.5 in the Appendix).

Second, we investigate whether fertility responds to increases in child care at the
extensive or at the intensive margin. Within given marriages, the birth registry data
provides additional information on the birth order of children. We split the number of
births by marital status and find that the fertility effects of child care seem to be driven
by married women, which suggests that this restriction to within-marriage births is no
major drawback. Also, the vast majority of births occurs within marriages. We then

Schleswig-Holstein in 2001; since gross revenue information is very fragmentary in 2009, we have to drop
this year from our sample.
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Figure 5: Child care effect on year-of-age specific birth rates
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Notes: The figure shows the effect of child care coverage on year-of-age specific birth rates in period t+1 from county fixed-
effects regressions. The middle line denotes the average marginal effect, the grey area depicts 90% confidence intervals. All
regressions are performed including the control variables as in the baseline estimation. County and year fixed effects are
included. Regional control variables include the county’s population density, GDP per capita, the male employment rate,
the interpolated conservative vote share as well as an extensive set of age structure controls. Age structure control variables
include the year-of-age share of 15 to 44 year old women over all women aged 15 to 44 and the year-of-age shares of 45 to
74 year old and 75 plus years old people over the population in each county.

construct variables measuring the number of first births, second births, third births, and
fourth births per 1,000 women of reproductive age in a county. County fixed effects models
for these birth order specific birth rates show that child care particularly increases the
number of second and third births. The highly significant point estimates suggest that
a 10 percentage point increase in child care increases the incidence of second and third
births by 3.9% and 7.5%, respectively. The effect on first births is 0.5% in t and 2.2%
t+1, where only the latter is statistically significant. Thus, the pattern suggests that the
effects of child care on fertility are stronger at the intensive than at the extensive margin
(see Table 6).

Third, we are interested in the question whether increases in child care affect the
health outcomes of babies at birth. This might be the case if the expansion of child
care changes the composition of parents (Dehejia and Lleras-Muney, 2004). Marginal
babies, who would not have been born without the reform, might have poorer starting
conditions. The birth registry data provides information on each child’s birth height (in
cm) and birth weight (in gram). In addition to these two measures, we compute a low
birth weight indicator variable which equals unity for birth weights below 2,500 grams.
Moreover, we combine the birth weight and birth height information in a Ponderal index,
defined as weight (in kg) by height (in meter3). Using the county average of these four
birth outcome measures as dependent variables in the fixed effects models, we find no
clear effects of child care on babies’ health outcomes. Regression results in Table 7 show
insignificant estimates for the effect of child care on birth height and birth weight in period
t + 1. The point estimate for birth height is 0.18 cm, which corresponds to less than a
half percent of the average birth height of 51 cm. Not only is the estimate very small, it
is a rather precisely estimated zero effect. The point estimate for birth weight of -44.15
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Table 6: Birth order specific birth rates

Birth order specific birth rate
1st births 2nd births 3rd births 4th births
t t+1 t t+1 t t+1 t t+1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Child care coverage 0.770 3.287** 5.015*** 5.298*** 3.214*** 3.007*** 0.545* 0.435
(1.499) (1.402) (1.174) (1.226) (0.687) (0.653) (0.302) (0.303)

Regional controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

County FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Percent effect of 10pp 0.005 0.022 0.039 0.041 0.075 0.070 0.048 0.038
childcare increase

N 1,950 1,950 1,950 1,950 1,950 1,950 1950 1,950

Number of counties 325 325 325 325 325 325 325 325

F-statistic 119.5 64.05 96.08 91.30 33.05 27.78 13.91 9.137

Notes: The table shows the results of county fixed-effects estimations. The outcome variables are within-marriage birth
order specific fertility rates, i.e., the number of 1st births births per 1,000 women (column 1), 2nd births (column 2), 3rd
births (column 3), and 4th births (column 4). All outcome variable are forwarded by one period. Regional control variables
include the county’s population density, GDP per capita, the male employment rate, the interpolated conservative vote
share as well as an extensive set of age structure controls. Age structure control variables include the year-of-age share
of 15 to 44 year old women over all women aged 15 to 44 and the year-of-age shares of 45 to 74 year old and 75 plus
years old people over the population in each county. Robust standard errors are clustered at the county level and given in
parentheses. *** 1 percent significance level; ** 5 percent significance level; * 10 percent significance level.

grams, which corresponds to 1.3 percent of average birth weights, is small and statistically
insignificant. If we cannot rule out a reduction in birth weight completely, this would be
a concern if the reduction was driven by changes at the lower end of the birth weight
distribution. Looking at the effect of child care on the low birth weight indicator suggests
that birth weights do not change for the worse. The point estimate for low birth weight is
small, negative and statistically insignificant. Thus, the evidence is if anything indicative
of a reversion to the mean in birth weights. Finally, the estimate on the Ponderal index
turns out to be significant, but the point estimate is small. Again, it is not entirely clear
whether a lower index is to be interpreted as a sign of inferior health as the reduction
might also be driven by greater height or less overweight. Considering that mothers’ age
and birth parity increase as a result of the reform, it is remarkable that the marginal child
hypothesis does not seem to hold in terms of inferior health at birth.

Fourth, in unreported regressions we investigate effect heterogeneity at the regional
level. Of course, one should be cautious with the interpretation of these analyses since
one cannot infer from effect heterogeneity with respect to regional characteristics that the
heterogeneity is actually driven by individuals that carry the respective characteristics
(ecological fallacy). Nevertheless, comparing estimates across different samples of counties
might still yield interesting patterns about mediating factors. The results from fixed effects
models show that the effect of child care on fertility tends to be larger in counties with a
higher GDP, lower conservative vote share and a larger share of higher secondary school
graduates, which serves as a proxy for a county’s share of high-skilled individuals.18

In sum, the county fixed effects models yield consistent evidence that child care posi-
tively affects fertility. An increase in the coverage rate by 10 percentage points increases
birth rates by about 2.7% in t and 2.8% in t + 1. The effect is driven to a large extent

18Detailed results are available from the authors upon request.
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Table 7: Investigating marginal birth outcomes

Birth Birth Low birth Ponderal
height (cm) weight (grams) weight index

t+1 t+1 t+1 t+1
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Child care coverage 0.182 -44.157 -0.012 -0.744**
(0.284) (32.566) (0.013) (0.368)

Regional controls Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

County FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 1,945 1,945 1,945 1,945

Number of counties 325 325 325 325

F-statistic 5.14 14.00 2.60 5.35

Notes: The table shows the results of county fixed-effects estimations on outcomes in pe-
riod t+1. Outcome variables birth weight and birth height are averages over all births
in a county. Low birth weight is the county average of a dummy variable equal to one
for birth weights below 2,500 grams. Ponderal index is the county average of the indi-
vidual indices Ponderal = weight(kg)/height(m)3. Regional control variables include the
county’s population density, GDP per capita, the male employment rate, the interpolated
conservative vote share as well as an extensive set of age structure controls. Age structure
control variables include the year-of-age share of 15 to 44 year old women over all women
aged 15 to 44 and the year-of-age shares of 45 to 74 year old and 75 plus years old people
over the population in each county. Outcomes are missing in 1998 through 2008 for Aachen
and in 1998 through 2000 for Hannover, as we cannot recover the means after the counties’
borders have changed. Robust standard errors are clustered at the county level and given
in parentheses. *** 1 percent significance level; ** 5 percent significance level; * 10 percent
significance level.

by higher order births to married women aged between 30 and 34 and tends to be higher
in counties with rather liberal attitudes and a larger share of highly educated individu-
als. Children born in response to an increase in child care do not show inferior health
outcomes, such as a higher prevalence of low birth weight or a lower birth height.

5.3.2. Selective migration Although we control for unobserved time-invariant heterogene-
ity between counties and include an extensive set of time-varying county characteristics,
selective migration of potential mothers might confound the estimates. In particular,
if couples or women who are pregnant or plan to have a child systematically move to
counties that substantially increase child care, the regressions would yield upward biased
estimates of the effect of child care on fertility. However, also note that movements to
counties that have always been known for a family-friendly infrastructure do not con-
found the estimates: as long as this kind of selective migration is constant over time, it
is captured by the county fixed effects.19

If increases in child care redirect migration flows of mothers-to-be, this should show
up in the data in the form of higher gross in-migration flows or lower gross out-migration
flows in counties that substantially increase coverage rates. In order to test whether this
is the case, we run the fixed-effects regressions using the ratio of female in-migrants aged
18 to 29 in t+1 over the total population in t as the outcome variable (row 1 of Table 8).
As an alternative outcome variable, we use the ratio of female in-migrants aged 18 to 49

19Similarly, the results are not confounded by the movement of couples or single mothers with a baby
since the outcome variable does not measure the number of under three year olds but the actual number
of births in a county.
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Table 8: Fixed-effects estimates on gross migration flows and commuting

Child care Regional Year & N Counties F-stat
coverage controls county FE

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dependent var

In-migrants 18-29 per pop, 0.002 Yes Yes 1,625 325 4.7
female (t+1) (0.001)

In-migrants 18-49 per pop, 0.001 Yes Yes 1,625 325 5.5
female (t+1) (0.002)

Out-migrants 18-29 per pop, -0.001 Yes Yes 1,625 325 21.4
female (t+1) (0.001)

Out-migrants 18-49 per pop, -0.004 Yes Yes 1,625 325 11.3
female (t+1) (0.002)

Commuter (out) per pop, 0.013*** Yes Yes 1,747 325 102.8
female (t+1) (0.004)

Commuter (out) per pop, -0.005 Yes Yes 1,747 325 45.6
male (t+1) (0.006)

Notes: The table shows the results of county fixed-effects estimations. The outcome variables are denoted in
rows. Regional control variables include the county’s population density, GDP per capita, the male employment
rate, the interpolated conservative vote share as well as an extensive set of age structure controls. Age structure
control variables include the year-of-age share of 15 to 44 year old women over all women aged 15 to 44 and the
year-of-age shares of 45 to 74 year old and 75 plus years old people over the population in each county. Estimates
in rows are from independent regressions. Robust standard errors are clustered at the county level and given
in parentheses. *** 1 percent significance level; ** 5 percent significance level; * 10 percent significance level.

in t+ 1 over the total population in t as the outcome variable (row 2 of Table 8). We do
not find any evidence that child care affects gross in-migration of women of reproductive
age. Similarly, we do not find any effects of child care on female gross out-migration as
can be seen in rows 3 and 4 of Table 8. Using gross in-migration and out-migration of
women of reproductive age in t instead of t+1 as alternative outcome variables leaves the
results unchanged. Thus, these fixed-effects regressions corroborate the previous results
and speak against selective migration biasing our findings.

We further investigate the issue of selective migration by using administrative data on
commuting incidences. If the motivation for choosing the place of residence was driven
by increasing child care rather than job opportunities, we would expect more people to
commute out of the county with high child care expansion. This is because the place of
residence determines the eligibility for child care slots but not the workplace. We run
fixed effects regressions using the share of female and male commuters over the total
population as the outcome variable. The results depicted in rows 5 and 6 of Table 8 show
that child care indeed increases the share of female commuters, yet not the share of male
commuters. If there was selective choice of families’ residence with respect to child care
expansion, we would expect an equal effect on commuting patterns between the sexes as
it affects the couple as a whole. This is not the case; rather, the commuting pattern is
compatible with a story where child care increases maternal employment, which results
in a higher number of female commuters.

5.3.3. Timing of the fertility response We exploit the variation of child care over time to
identify effects on an outcome (births) that can only react with a certain lag. Therefore,
it is essential for our analysis to get the timing of cause and effect right. We have decided
to estimate the effect of child care in period t both on births in period t and on births in
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period t+1. Remember that child care is measured at the beginning of March and births
are measured as the sum of births in a specific year. As child care centers typically align
their service to school years (August or September to June or July), the coverage rate
measured in March may partly reflect coverage from August or September in the year
before. Furthermore, utilized child care slots in March must have been established some
time in the preceding 12 months. As a consequence, fertility may already react to changes
in child care in period t. Using births in period t + 1 as an additional outcome variable
means that we allow some more time for conception and pregnancy—in sum 10 to 22
months after child care is observed in March. Although the scope of our conception and
gestation lag is in line with the literature on fertility responses to public policies (see, e.g.,
Rindfuss et al. (2010)), we would like to also test empirically whether this specification is
valid.

In Figure 6, we show effects of child care measured in period t on births in period x,
while controlling for child care and all other covariates in period x−1. Accordingly, in the
fourth column (x = t+1) we observe the effect of child care in t on births in t+1, which
is exactly the baseline effect from the fixed-effects estimation on births in t + 1 (12.345).
To check whether our timing specification is reasonable, we now shift the outcome and
control variables on the timeline. The middle bar reveals that even if we control for the
relevant child care in t − 1, child care in t has a positive and significant effect on births
in t.

The expansion of child care within counties might not be independent over periods.
In that case, the fixed-effects regressions could be spurious. To be sure that we do not
only pick up pure child care expansion trajectories, we estimate the effect of child care
in t on births in t + 2 while controlling for child care in t + 1. As can be seen from the
far right bar, there is no significant effect of child care in t on births in t + 2. We apply
the same procedure for the other direction on the timeline and find that there is no effect
of child care in t on births in t − 1 (and t − 2 respectively), conditional on child care
in t − 2 (and t − 3- respectively). Indeed, the coefficients are very close to zero and far
away from any conventional significance levels, which also provides evidence against any
reverse causality concerns. Taken together, our decision to investigate the effects of child
care in t on births in t and t + 1 is not only in line with the previous literature but also
empirically well founded.

5.3.4. Tempo effects Our measure of birth rates, births per 1,000 women aged 15 to 44,
is a period fertility measure and therefore disregards year-of-age specific birth rates. The
measure shares most features with the total fertility rate and is as such suitable to analyze
the effects of policy changes. Yet, in contrast to cohort fertility, which reflects the actual
number of births per woman measured after the reproductive age, it can be distorted by
changes in the timing of births (tempo effects). If couples, as a response to the child care
expansion, decide to have children earlier in life but not to have more children over the
course of life, we might see a short-term increase in period fertility although there is no
long-term effect on completed fertility.

Therefore, we now investigate in more detail whether the fertility effects we uncovered
can be interpreted as pieces of evidence for a positive long-term fertility effect or are
rather due to tempo effects. If the results are just due to tempo effects, we should observe
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Figure 6: Timing of the dependent variable
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Notes: The bars indicate the effect of child care coverage in period t on births per 1,000 women in the period according
to the x-axis. Red lines indicate 90-percent confidence intervals. All five regressions are independently estimated using the
fixed-effects approach. Control variables including child care coverage are lagged by one year and are included in period
x-1. Only for x-1=t the control variable child care coverage is identical to the variable of interest child care coverage in
period t.

larger effects of child care on fertility for younger cohorts than for older cohorts of women.
This does not seem to be the case. Figure 5 shows positive effects throughout the age
distribution with the strongest effects for women aged 30 to 34.

Still, to look more deeply into this problem, we use the fixed effects specification to
estimate the effect of child care on mothers’ age at birth separately for first births, second
births, third births, and fourth births. As can be seen from Table 9, we find no evidence
at all that women get children earlier in life in response to increases in child care. The
evidence rather points in the opposite direction: the average age of women both at the
second birth rather increases than decreases in response to child care expansion.20 Thus,
instead of inducing individuals to prepone fertility, child care expansion seems to have
inspired women aged 30 and older to have more children. As a consequence, the effect of
child care on births identified in this paper does not seem due to short-term tempo effects.
Rather, we expect child care to have positive effects on long-term completed fertility.

6. Concluding Remarks

The question of whether family policies, such as affordable child care, can positively
affect the private choice to have children has gained importance over the past decades.
Although the literature on this subject has grown recently, most of what we know about
the effects of child care policy on fertility comes from countries where fertility rates are
close to replacement levels. An important remaining challenge for empirical research is to
understand if child care policy can positively influence childbearing decisions in countries

20Estimates for fourth births should be interpreted with caution as they are based on few observations.
Less than 4% of all births within marriages are fourth births.
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Table 9: Age at birth by birth order

Mothers’ age at birth
1st births 2nd births 3rd births 4th births
t t+1 t t+1 t t+1 t t+1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Child care coverage -0.047 0.001 0.783* 0.156 0.302 -0.178 1.618 2.292*
(0.422) (0.389) (0.414) (0.430) (0.629) (0.730) (1.150) (1.165)

Regional controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

County FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 1,950 1,950 1,950 1,950 1,950 1,950 1950 1,950

Number of counties 325 325 325 325 325 325 325 325

F-statistic 112.6 85.61 120.0 105.2 41.03 31.66 15.92 11.21

Notes: The table shows the results of county fixed-effects estimations. The outcome variables are mothers’
average age at birth by within-marriage birth order, i.e., the average age of mothers at 1st births (column 1),
2nd births (column 2), 3rd births (column 3), and 4th births (column 4). All outcome variable are forwarded
by one period. Regional control variables include the county’s population density, GDP per capita, the male
employment rate, the interpolated conservative vote share as well as an extensive set of age structure controls.
Age structure control variables include the year-of-age share of 15 to 44 year old women over all women aged
15 to 44 and the year-of-age shares of 45 to 74 year old and 75 plus years old people over the population in
each county. Robust standard errors are clustered at the county level and given in parentheses. *** 1 percent
significance level; ** 5 percent significance level; * 10 percent significance level.

where birth rates are considered to be “too low”. In this paper, we have made a first
step towards such an understanding by evaluating the impact on fertility of a major
German child care reform. The reform we study led to a significant expansion of child
care slots for young children, and our empirical strategy exploits the temporal and spatial
variation in child care coverage induced by this expansion. First, we apply a difference-in-
differences method that compares a treatment group of counties with above-median child
care expansion to a control group of counties with below-median child care expansion
over time. Second, we use a fixed-effects estimator that utilizes the full variation in
treatment intensities. Results from both specifications show consistently that child care
expansion has a significant positive effect on fertility. In particular, our results suggest a
10 percentage point increase in child care coverage leads to an increase in birth rates of
2.8%. Results are neither confounded by regional fundamentals and demographics nor by
selective migration into counties with strong child care expansion. We find no evidence
for tempo effects in fertility as a response to the reform and, thus, increases in birth
rates are expected to be sustainable. We show that the additional children are mostly
of higher order within existing families. Thus, the effects of child care on birth rates
materialize mainly at the intensive margin. Despite the higher age of mothers, we find
no indication that the marginally born children are of inferior health. Taken together,
the results presented in this paper suggest that there is nothing inevitable about very low
fertility rates: policies that facilitate the combination of parenthood and employment hold
the promise of being an effective way to boost birth rates where these rates are considered
to be too low.
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A. Additional Graphs & Tables

Table A.1: Descriptive statistics of age structure controls I

N Mean S.D. Min Max

Female shares per females aged 15-44

by age

15 1950 0.028 0.004 0.014 0.040
16 1950 0.029 0.005 0.014 0.040
17 1950 0.029 0.005 0.015 0.041
18 1950 0.029 0.004 0.015 0.041
19 1950 0.029 0.004 0.020 0.038
20 1950 0.029 0.003 0.020 0.050
21 1950 0.029 0.004 0.020 0.058
22 1950 0.029 0.004 0.020 0.060
23 1950 0.028 0.005 0.020 0.060
24 1950 0.028 0.005 0.020 0.057
25 1950 0.029 0.004 0.021 0.052
26 1950 0.029 0.004 0.022 0.048
27 1950 0.030 0.004 0.022 0.046
28 1950 0.030 0.004 0.022 0.045
29 1950 0.030 0.005 0.023 0.045
30 1950 0.031 0.005 0.023 0.046
31 1950 0.032 0.005 0.021 0.048
32 1950 0.032 0.005 0.020 0.049
33 1950 0.033 0.006 0.020 0.047
34 1950 0.034 0.006 0.020 0.066
35 1950 0.035 0.005 0.020 0.051
36 1950 0.037 0.005 0.020 0.053
37 1950 0.038 0.004 0.020 0.050
38 1950 0.040 0.004 0.022 0.052
39 1950 0.041 0.004 0.023 0.053
40 1950 0.042 0.004 0.025 0.056
41 1950 0.042 0.005 0.028 0.057
42 1950 0.042 0.005 0.027 0.059
43 1950 0.042 0.006 0.025 0.060
44 1950 0.042 0.006 0.026 0.056

Notes: The table shows descriptive statistics of by-
age-shares in the female population aged 15 to 44 years
(number of observations, mean, standard deviation,
minimum, and maximum) on the county level aggre-
gated over all waves used in the estimations. The fig-
ures show aggregated values over the years 1998, 2002,
2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009.
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Table A.2: Descriptive statistics of age structure controls II

N Mean S.D. Min Max

Population shares per whole population

by age

45 1950 0.016 0.002 0.011 0.021
46 1950 0.016 0.002 0.011 0.021
47 1950 0.016 0.002 0.011 0.019
48 1950 0.015 0.002 0.011 0.019
49 1950 0.015 0.001 0.011 0.019
50 1950 0.014 0.001 0.010 0.018
51 1950 0.014 0.001 0.009 0.018
52 1950 0.013 0.002 0.008 0.018
53 1950 0.013 0.002 0.006 0.017
54 1950 0.013 0.001 0.007 0.017
55 1950 0.013 0.001 0.008 0.017
56 1950 0.012 0.001 0.008 0.017
57 1950 0.012 0.002 0.006 0.019
58 1950 0.013 0.002 0.007 0.019
59 1950 0.012 0.002 0.008 0.018
60 1950 0.012 0.002 0.007 0.017
61 1950 0.011 0.002 0.005 0.017
62 1950 0.011 0.002 0.005 0.018
63 1950 0.011 0.002 0.005 0.017
64 1950 0.011 0.002 0.005 0.016
65 1950 0.011 0.002 0.007 0.017
66 1950 0.012 0.002 0.007 0.018
67 1950 0.012 0.002 0.007 0.017
68 1950 0.012 0.002 0.007 0.017
69 1950 0.012 0.002 0.006 0.017
70 1950 0.011 0.002 0.006 0.017
71 1950 0.010 0.002 0.006 0.016
72 1950 0.010 0.001 0.006 0.014
73 1950 0.009 0.001 0.006 0.014
74 1950 0.009 0.001 0.005 0.013
75+ 1950 0.082 0.014 0.040 0.127

Notes: The table shows descriptive statistics of by-
age-shares shares in the whole population (number
of observations, mean, standard deviation, minimum,
and maximum) on the county level aggregated over all
waves used in the estimations. The figures show ag-
gregated values over the years 1998, 2002, 2006, 2007,
2008, and 2009.
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Table A.3: Pre-treatment descriptive statistics of age structure controls I

Variable Mean Mean-Diff. T-test
Control Treatment (T-C) t-stat p-value

Female shares per females aged 15-44

by age

15 0.0285 0.0271 -0.0013 3.2277 0.0014
16 0.0282 0.0268 -0.0013 3.2546 0.0013
17 0.0269 0.0257 -0.0012 3.2857 0.0011
18 0.0269 0.0259 -0.0010 3.1502 0.0018
19 0.0274 0.0266 -0.0008 3.1925 0.0015
20 0.0280 0.0281 0.0001 -0.3934 0.6943
21 0.0282 0.0284 0.0002 -0.4970 0.6196
22 0.0285 0.0288 0.0003 -0.6557 0.5125
23 0.0272 0.0274 0.0003 -0.6205 0.5354
24 0.0269 0.0273 0.0005 -1.0845 0.2790
25 0.0269 0.0271 0.0001 -0.3569 0.7214
26 0.0270 0.0272 0.0002 -0.4224 0.6730
27 0.0266 0.0267 0.0001 -0.2538 0.7998
28 0.0274 0.0275 0.0000 -0.1460 0.8840
29 0.0279 0.0280 0.0001 -0.4957 0.6205
30 0.0308 0.0308 -0.0001 0.2668 0.7898
31 0.0340 0.0337 -0.0003 1.3766 0.1696
32 0.0356 0.0355 -0.0001 0.2474 0.8048
33 0.0386 0.0385 0.0000 0.1648 0.8692
34 0.0403 0.0406 0.0003 -0.9018 0.3678
35 0.0413 0.0416 0.0003 -1.0410 0.2987
36 0.0419 0.0425 0.0007 -2.1688 0.0308
37 0.0417 0.0423 0.0006 -1.8915 0.0595
38 0.0424 0.0432 0.0008 -2.6832 0.0077
39 0.0425 0.0430 0.0005 -1.8109 0.0711
40 0.0413 0.0418 0.0005 -1.7008 0.0899
41 0.0409 0.0416 0.0006 -2.1931 0.0290
42 0.0401 0.0404 0.0003 -1.1522 0.2501
43 0.0390 0.0390 0.0000 0.0158 0.9874
44 0.0373 0.0371 -0.0002 0.5421 0.5881

Notes: The table shows means, differences in means and differences-in-means-
tests for the control and the treatment group in 2002, the pre-treatment
period. The last two columns depict results of T-tests for equality in means
for each variable as t-statistics and p-values. Variables are by-age-shares in
the female population aged 15 to 44 years.
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Table A.4: Pre-treatment descriptive statistics of age structure controls II

Variable Mean Mean-Diff. T-test
Control Treatment (T-C) t-stat p-value

Population shares per whole population

by age

45 0.0148 0.0150 0.0002 -2.7723 0.0059
46 0.0143 0.0146 0.0002 -2.7181 0.0069
47 0.0138 0.0139 0.0002 -2.2761 0.0235
48 0.0136 0.0138 0.0002 -1.9134 0.0566
49 0.0131 0.0133 0.0002 -2.8393 0.0048
50 0.0132 0.0134 0.0002 -2.0668 0.0396
51 0.0129 0.0130 0.0001 -1.1934 0.2336
52 0.0131 0.0133 0.0002 -2.8275 0.0050
53 0.0129 0.0131 0.0001 -1.4717 0.1421
54 0.0121 0.0122 0.0001 -1.0608 0.2896
55 0.0113 0.0114 0.0001 -0.6911 0.4900
56 0.0103 0.0101 -0.0002 1.6863 0.0927
57 0.0085 0.0084 -0.0001 0.7935 0.4281
58 0.0111 0.0111 0.0001 -0.3836 0.7015
59 0.0113 0.0112 -0.0001 0.6151 0.5389
60 0.0111 0.0110 -0.0002 1.2500 0.2122
61 0.0135 0.0135 0.0000 0.1558 0.8763
62 0.0144 0.0144 0.0000 0.0903 0.9281
63 0.0142 0.0142 0.0000 0.1048 0.9166
64 0.0134 0.0132 -0.0002 1.2963 0.1958
65 0.0125 0.0123 -0.0002 1.5472 0.1228
66 0.0121 0.0119 -0.0002 1.1831 0.2377
67 0.0115 0.0113 -0.0002 1.5828 0.1145
68 0.0107 0.0104 -0.0003 2.2030 0.0283
69 0.0087 0.0085 -0.0002 1.9998 0.0464
70 0.0087 0.0085 -0.0002 2.3363 0.0201
71 0.0087 0.0085 -0.0002 2.0768 0.0386
72 0.0091 0.0089 -0.0003 2.6046 0.0096
73 0.0088 0.0086 -0.0002 1.7921 0.0740
74 0.0086 0.0085 -0.0002 1.4854 0.1384
75+ 0.0727 0.0695 -0.0032 2.1849 0.0296

Notes: The table shows means, differences in means and differences-in-means-
tests for the control and the treatment group in 2002, the pre-treatment
period. The last two columns depict results of T-tests for equality in means
for each variable as t-statistics and p-values. Variables are by-age-shares in
the whole population.
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Table A.5: Fixed-effects estimates: Effect heterogeneity across age groups

Birth rate
t+1

aged 15-19 aged 20-24 aged 25-29 aged 30-34 aged 35-39 aged 40-44
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Child care coverage 7.498*** 12.299** 11.167 29.032*** 10.826** 4.819***
(2.725) (6.112) (8.260) (7.452) (4.645) (1.471)

Regional controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

County FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Percent effect of 10pp 0.077 0.027 0.012 0.033 0.027 0.073
childcare increase

Number of 1,340 2,278 2,206 6,181 2,675 1,291
additional children

N 1,950 1,950 1,950 1,950 1,950 1,950

Number of counties 325 325 325 325 325 325

F-statistic 56.25 85.23 32.24 23.48 95.21 42.30

Notes: The table shows the results of county fixed-effects estimations. The outcome variables are age group specific
birth rates, i.e., births of women within the corresponding age group per 1,000 women aged 15-19 (column 1), 20-24
(column 2), 25-29 (column 3), 30-34 (column 4), 35-39 (column 5), and 40-44 (column 6). All outcome variable are
forwarded by one period. Regional control variables include the county’s population density, GDP per capita, the male
employment rate, the interpolated conservative vote share as well as an extensive set of age structure controls. Age
structure control variables include the year-of-age share of 15 to 44 year old women over all women aged 15 to 44 and
the year-of-age shares of 45 to 74 year old and 75 plus years old people over the population in each county. The number
of additional children from a 10pp increase in child care coverage is computed as the effect of a 10pp increase in child
care on birth rates multiplied by the average number of females in the respective age bracket multiplied by the number
of counties in the sample. Robust standard errors are clustered at the county level and given in parentheses. *** 1
percent significance level; ** 5 percent significance level; * 10 percent significance level.
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Figure A.1: Child care coverage in selected counties over time
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Notes: The figure shows child care coverage over time for individual, selected counties. Each panel depicts a single county.
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Figure A.2: Changes in child care coverage in selected counties over time
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Notes: The figure shows changes in child care coverage over time relative to the previous observation for individual, selected
counties. Each panel depicts a single county.
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B. Data Appendix

County level data from the Statistical Offices of the German Länder (Statistische Lan-

desämter) is provided in per year per item files. We identify counties by official id numbers
and conduct a county level panel from 1997 to 2010. During this investigation period,
reforms in geographic local government competency and in data aggregation rules altered
county identifiers in some instances. In order to get a fully balanced panel, we made nec-
essary changes that produced time-stable units of observations. Hannover, Aachen and
Saarbruecken are merged to city-urban regions, whereas in earlier waves each consists of
two separate counties. We use the merged definition throughout all waves and add up
values if necessary. Our basic data is from the Statistical Offices of the German Länder
(Statistische Landesämter), whereas the employment related data is from the Federal
Employment Agency and matched using county-year identifiers.

Our variables have different underlying measurement concepts. Child care slots, popu-
lation and employment are record date measures, reported in the first half of March (child
care from 2006 onwards), 31st December (population, child care until 2002) resp. 30th
June (employment). Births, GDP and in- and out-migrants are yearly sums. Births per
1,000 women are defined as the sum of births within the year divided by population as of
31st December. As child care from 2006 onwards is evaluated in March and population
on 31st December, we divide it by one year lagged population. Child care in 1998 and
2002 is measured on 31st December and is therefore divided by population in the same
year.

Public child care figures are conducted from two different data collections by the
Statistical Offices of the German Länder (Statistische Landesämter). Public child care is
defined as all publicly funded or subsidized child care, including child care centers and
childminders. From 2006 onwards we observe occupied child care slots, whereas in 1998
and 2002 we observe available child care slots. As there was excess demand for child care,
we can credibly assume both measures to be comparable. However, there is reason to
believe that in 1998 and 2002 the number of public child care slots is underestimated. In
these years, children under the age of three that were enrolled in child care centers for over
three year olds are not included in the supply measures and the number of childminders
had be estimated. The undervaluation of public child care coverage is believed to be of
the magnitude of about one percentage point (DJI, 2008).
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